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SOFTWARE
Don't hesitate to get your Anti smoking or Sapphire or Quantum Prayer Software NOW Here through
White Dove, your leader in the industry! - https://whitedoveglobal.com/shop-category/software-1/

SAPPHIRE - BEAUTY SOFTWARE
SKU: SAPPHIRE-2019
The SAPPHIRE Beauty Rejuvenation Software was designed to
facilitate a deep relaxation process using subtle vibrational re-patterning
using the of the EDUCTOR, SCIO, INDIGO and Eternale biofeedback
systems.
The SAPPHIRE Beauty Rejuvenation Software uses guided imagery
and carefully orchestrated sound and music tone compositions designed
to support meditative states.
This leading edge technology is the ﬁrst of its kind to work with relaxing
the muscles which cause facial lines and wrinkles and unhealthy patterns
of holding while also addressing internal belief systems which create
stress and tension.
Price: $3,850.00
Category: SOFTWARE
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SENSO - BEAUTY SOFTWARE
SKU: senso
The S-ENSO Beauty Rejuvenation was designed to facilitate a deep
relaxation process using subtle vibrational repatterning possibilities of
QUEX Systems. Being conscious of those patterns is fundamental in being
empowered to make changes in our lives. Real beauty comes from within
and when we feel good about ourselves, we radiate that beauty outward.
By learning to let go of the thought patterns and beliefs that are so
entrenched in us through our daily environment and upbringing we begin
to retrain new healthy thought patterns. The S-ENSO uses guided imagery
and carefully orchestrated compositions sounding the lost solfeggio tones
to support meditative states.
This leading-edge technology is the ﬁrst of its kind to work with relaxing
the muscles which cause facial lines, wrinkles, and unhealthy patterns of
holding while also addressing internal belief systems which create stress
and tension.
Price: $3,700.00
Category: SOFTWARE

ANTIS - ANTI-SMOKING SOFTWARE
SKU: Anti-Smoking
The AntiSmoking program, one of the most eﬀective tools in reducing the
stress associated to quitting smoking!
The Anti-Smoking program has been designed to work with the SCIO,
INDIGO and EDUCTOR systems and is designed to help relieve the habit of
smoking and support those who wish to quit. It uses a set of speciﬁc
frequencies sent via the head and limb electrodes that help the body
retrain and reeducate the stress response and addictive nature of nicotine
and smoking.
Price: $649.00
Category: SOFTWARE
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PRAYER - THE PRAYER WHEEL SOFTWARE
SKU: Prayer-wheel-program
The Prayer Wheel brings the ancient Tibetan philosophy into today’s
world. A software that runs 24/7, with options of adding your own prayers
and Mantras as well as create group sessions and assign your own
personalized aﬃrmations.
Price: $549.00
Category: SOFTWARE

BIOFEEDBACK INTERFACE GRAPHICS (BIG)
SKU: N/A
Price: $349.00
Category: SOFTWARE

